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As a continuation of the work of Ringel and Green on Hall algebras, the Hopf
 .algebra structure of a extended twisted Hall algebra is presented here. By
introducing the Ringel pairing of Hall algebras, the Drinfeld double of a Hall
algebra is constructed. The reduced form of this Drinfeld double is applicable
to the generic composition algebra, which gives a complete realization of quan-
tum group. This Ringel]Green theory makes it possible to give the formulae for
the computation of commutators in quantum groups in terms of Hall algebras.
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1. INTRODUCTION
 .1.1. Let C s a be a symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrix, andi j i j
 .we denote by e the minimal symmetrization. Thus e are integersi i i
without a proper common divisor such that e a s e a . Also, according toi i j j ji
w x Lusztig 8 , the so-called Cartan datum is an equivalent object with C see
.  .Section 2.5 . Let Q ¨ be the function field in one variable ¨ over the field
 .Q of rational numbers. The quantum group U s U g introduced byq
 .Drinfeld and Jimbo is an associative Q ¨ algebra on the generators
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F , . . . , F , K , . . . , K , Ky1, . . . , Ky1, E , . . . , E subject to the relations1 n 1 n 1 n 1 n
K K s K K , K Ky1 s Ky1K s 1,i j j i i i i i
K E s ¨ ai j E K , K F s ¨ya i j F K ,i j i j i i j i j i
K y Ky1i i
E F y F E s d ,i j j i i j y1¨ y ¨i i
1yai j 1 y at i j t 1ya yti jy1 E E E s 0 for i / j, . i j it ets0 i
1yai j 1 y at i j t 1ya yti jy1 F F F s 0 for i / j. . i j it ets0 i
We admit the notations q s ¨ 2, ¨ s ¨ e i, andi
¨ s y ¨ys
sy1 sy3 ysq1w xs s s ¨ q ¨ q ??? q¨ ,y1¨ y ¨
s w xs !sw x w xs !s r , s , r w x w xr ! s y r !rs1
w y1 xand, for given a polynomial f g Z ¨ , ¨ and an integer a, we denote by
f the polynomial obtained from f by replacing ¨ with ¨ a. U has thea
triangular decomposition
U , Uym T m Uq,
q  y.  .where U resp. U is the subalgebra generated by E resp. F , i si i
1, . . . , n, and T generated by K " , i s 1, . . . , n.i
A strong feature of U is its Hopf algebra structure. However the Hopf
q  y.operations are not closed in the positive part U resp. U , but work for
 q. w  y.xthe Borel part U b resp. U b of U. Drinfeld found a generalq q
construction}the Drinfeld double}mirroring a Lie bialgebra. Applying
 q.  y.the Drinfeld construction to the Borel parts U b and U b givesq q
 .  .U s U g up to passage to a quotient modulo a trivial Hopf ideal . Weq
w xget this idea from 7 .
1.2. Now several programs for the realization of quantum groups have
been raised. A successful model is the Hall algebra of hereditary algebra
w xthat was introduced by Ringel 13 .
Let k be a finite field, L a finite dimensional hereditary k-algebra, and
P the set of isomorphism classes of finite dimensional L-modules. For
every a g P, choose u to be a representative in a , for a , b , l g P, anda
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let g l be the number of submodules B of u such that B , u andab l b
 :  :u rB , u . The bilinear form ], ] is given by a , b s diml a k
 .  .  .  .Hom u , u -dim Ext u , u . The twisted Hall algebra H L is de-L a b k L a b
 < 4fined to be a Q-space with the basis u a g P , which multiplication isa
given by
u u s ¨ a , b :g l u .a b a b l
lgP
w xRingel 13 proved that the quantum Serre relation is a zero element in
Hall algebra and, if L and g enjoy a common Cartan datum of finite type,
 . q  .the generic form of H L gives a realization of U of U g . Recentlyq
w xGreen 5 found a remarkable formula about the filtration numbers of
modules over a hereditary algebra that led to a formulation for the
 .  w x.comultiplication of H L . He proved depends on Lusztig 8 that the
q  .positive part U of U g is canonically isomorphic to the generic compo-q
sition algebra of L if g and L enjoy a common Cartan datum of any
.type , where composition algebra is the subalgebra of the Hall algebra
generated by simple L-modules.
1.3. By combining the Ringel multiplication and Green comultiplica-
tion, Hall algebra becomes nearly a bialgebra. It is natural as we did for
.the quantum group to add the torus algebra T to H. We show below
Theorem 4.5, as an easy consequence of the Ringel]Green theory, this
extended Hall algebra becomes really a Hopf algebra, and the antipode
w xcan be formulated in a global way too. According to Ringel 16 , we can
define the Ringel pairing between positive and negative extended Hall
 .algebras. The reduced Drinfeld double is obtained from the Ringel
pairing, so according to the philosophy of Drinfeld, Hall algebras also join
the Hopf algebra classes that fit the solutions of the quantum Yang]Baxter
equation. We can restrict the construction to the generic composition
algebra, which really gives a realization of the whole quantum group U.
It is well known that quantum groups are Hopf algebras, but the
 .operations multiplication, comultiplication, and antipode can only be
defined on the generators E , F , and K . An obvious advantage of thei i i
Hall algebra approach is that these operations are globally defined over a
basis. Elements in the basis can be interpreted as modules over L, and
these operations have some interpretations from the representation theory
of L. So the Drinfeld double structure provides us a chance to write down
a formula for the commutators uyuq y uquy for any l, l9 g P.l9 l l l9
1.4. In Section 2, we give the definitions of Cartan datum, skew-Hopf
pairing, and Drinfeld double. Our concern is devoted to the skew-Hopf
 .pairing belonging to a Cartan datum C; this class is denoted by L C . We
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review the construction of Lusztig and Joseph in the framework of skew-
 .Hopf pairing; both are restricted nondegenerate members of L C . Sec-
tion 3 is a review of Green's result only with a slight modification. For
 q y .  .A , A , w g L C , there is an algorithm to calculate w that only de-
pends on the Cartan datum. This implies that any two restricted nondegen-
erate members are canonically isomorphic, so the constructions of Lusztig
and Joseph are canonically isomorphic to each other. In Section 4, one of
our main results is Theorem 4.5, which gives the Hopf algebra structure of
 .the extended twisted Hall algebra. In the last section, the positive and
negative Hall algebras and their Ringel pairing are formulated precisely,
so we have the reduced Drinfeld double of Hall algebras, which on
restriction to the generic composition algebras gives a realization of
 . y q q yquantum groups Theorem 5.8 . The formula for u u y u u is given; ifl9 l l l9
we take one to be simple L-module u or take l9 s l to be exceptionali
modules, the formula has some simplified form.
1.5. In this paper it is always to be that N denotes the set of
nonnegative integers, Z denotes the set of integers, and Q denotes the set
of rational numbers. We should make it clear that in the following, Hall
 .algebra always means extended twisted Hall algebra see Theorem 4.5 .
 .2. SKEW- HOPF PAIRING OF A CARTAN DATUM
2.1. In this paper, we choose R to be a commutative integral domain of
 .characteristic zero we need Z ; R and choose ¨ an invertible element of
 .R. A special case is Q ¨ , the rational functional field over Q in one
variable ¨ . In the following the tensor product m means m .R
A R-module H is called a Hopf algebra if H possess the R-linear
 .  .  .operations 1 multiplication m: H m H ª H, 2 unit h: R ª H, 3
 .  .comultiplication D: H ª H m H, 4 co-unit « : H ª R, and 5 antipode
s : H ª H that satisfy the following conditions:
 .  .a H, m, h is an associative R-algebra.
 .  .b H, D, « is an associative R-coalgebra.
 .c D, « are algebra morphisms.
 .  .  .d m s m 1 D s m 1 m s D s h« .
2.2. Given Hopf algebras A and B, a Hopf pairing of A and B is an
R-bilinear function w : A = B ª R satisfying
 .  .  .  .  .a w 1, b s « b , w a, 1 s « a ,B A
 .  .   . .b w a, bb9 s w D a , b m b9 ,A
 .  .   ..c w aa9, b s w a m a9, D b ,B
 .   . .   ..d w s a , b s w a, s b ,A B
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 .for all a, a9 g A and b, b9 g B, where w a m a9, b m b9 s
 .  .w a, b w a9, b9 .
opp opp .  .We define D as D b s  b m b , where D b s  b m b , andB B 2 1 B 1 2
 .  .assume that s is invertible. Then the conditions c and d of Section 2.2B
can be replaced by
 .  .  opp ..c9 w aa9, b s w a m a9, D b ,B
 .   . .  y1 ..d9 w s a , b s w a, s b .A B
So for given Hopf algebras A and B, a skew-Hopf pairing of A and B is
 .  .an R-bilinear function w : A = B ª R that satisfies the conditions a , b ,
 .  .c9 , and d9 .
2.3. If w is a skew-Hopf pairing, it is well known that A m B has the
 .Hopf algebra structure, which is the so-called Drinfeld double of A, B, w .
The algebra structure of A m B is determined by
 .  . .a a m 1 a9 m 1 s aa9 m 1,
 .  . .b 1 m b 1 m b9 s 1 m bb9,
 .  . .c a m 1 1 m b s a m b,
 .  . .   .. .  .d 1 m b a m 1 s w a , s b a m b w a , b ,1 B 1 2 2 3 3
2  . 2  .for all a, a9 g A, b, b9 g B, where D a s  a m a m a and D b sA 1 2 3 B
w 2  .  . x b m b m b . Note: D s 1 m D D s D m 1 D.1 2 3
We may identify A and B as the subalgebras of A m B by taking
a ¬ a m 1 and b ¬ 1 m b. A m B has the other operations: unit 1 m 1,
 . co-unit « m « , and comultiplication D s t D m D , i.e., D aA B AmB 23 A B AmB
.  .  .  .  .m b s  a m b m a m b , where D a s  a m a , D b s  b1 3 2 4 A 1 2 B 3
 .   ..  . .m b , and antipode s with s a m b s 1 m s b s a m 1 .4 AmB AmB B A
By retaining the operations of A m B in Section 2.3, we have
 .2.4. PROPOSITION. Let A, B, w be a skew-Hopf pairing. Then A m B is
a Hopf algebra.
w xFor a proof, see 7 .
w x   ..2.5. According to Lusztig 8 , a Cartan datum is a pair I, , consist-
 .ing of a finite set I and a symmetric bilinear form ], ] on the free
w xabelian group Z I with values in Z such that the following conditions are
satisfied:
 .  .  4a i, i g 2, 4, 6, . . . for any i g I.
 .   ..  .  4b 2 i, j r i, i g 0, y1, y2, . . . for any i / j in I.
 .Then C s a is a symmetrizable Cartan matrix, where a si j i, jg I i j
  ..  .2 i, j r i, i for all i, j g I. Without loss of generality, we identify C s
 .   ..a to I, , .i j i, jg I
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2.6. The torus of C is the associative R-algebra T defined by the
w xgenerators K , a g Z I , subject to the relations K s 1 and K K sa 0 a b
w xK for all a , b g Z I . T is a commutative R-algebra; in fact, T saqb
w y1 xR K , K .i i ig I
 q y .2.7. We say that the skew-Hopf pairing A , A , w belongs to the
  ..  q y .  .Cartan class C s I, , or A , A , w is a member of L C if the
following conditions are satisfied,
 q . q q w xA 1 A s [ A is an N I -graded, associative R-algebran g N w I x n
q q  . qgenerated by elements x g A i g I and A s T such thati i 0
K xq s ¨ a , i.xqKa i i a
w xfor all i g I, a g Z I .
 y . y y w xA 1 A s [ A is an N I -graded, associative R-algebran g N w I x n
y y  . ygenerated by elements x g A i g I and A s T such thati i 0
K xy s ¨y a , I .xyKa i i a
w xfor all i g I, a g Z I .
A2 .
q q q
q qD x s x m 1 q K m x , D K s K m K , . .A i i i i A a a a
D y xy s xy m K q 1 m xy , D y K s K m K . .A i i yi i A a a a
w xfor all i g I, a g Z I .
A3 .
q y q yw x , x / 0 for all i g I , w x , x s 0 for all i / j in I. .  .i i i j
w K , K s ¨y a , b . , w xq , K s w K , xy s 0 . .  .a b i b a i
w xfor all i g I, a , b g Z I .
 q y .2.8. A , A , w is said to be a restricted nondegenerate member of
 . q y qL C if the restricted form w : a = a ª R is nondegenerate, where a
 y. q  y. q  y.a is the subalgebra of A A generated by x x , i g I.i i
  ..Given any Cartan datum C s I, , , we list a few examples that
 .belong to L C .
 w x.  .2.9. EXAMPLE see Lusztig 8, Chapter 1 . The free object of L C .
Äq q2.9.1. Let f be the free R-algebra on free generators u , i g I, andi
Äq Äqlet F be the R-algebra generated by f and T subject to the relations
K uq s ¨ a , i.uqKa i i a
w xfor all i g I, a g Z I .
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Äq w x w xF has a natural N I gradation. For any n s  n i g N I , weig I i
Äq Äq q qdenote by F the T-submodule of F spanned by the monomials u un i i1 2
??? uq such that for any i g I, the number of occurrences of i in thei r Äq .sequence i , i , . . . , i is equal to n . Then each F is a free T-module1 2 r i n
Äq Äq Äq Äq Äq q Äqof finite rank and F s [ F . We have F F ; F , u g Fn n n 9 nqn 9 i in g N w I x
Äq Äqfor i g I, and F s T. The Hopf algebra structure of F is given by0
D uq s uq m 1 q K m uq , D K s K m K , . .i i i i a a a
« uq s 0, « K s 1, . .i a
s uq s yK uq , s K s K . .i yi i a ya
Äqw xfor all i g I, a g Z I . It is easy to verify that F is a Hopf algebra.
Äy y2.9.2. Similarly, let f be the free R-algebra on free generators u ,i
Äy Äyi g I, and let F be the R-algebra generated by f and T subject to the
relations
K uy s ¨y a , i.uyKa i i a
Äyw x w xfor all i g I, a g Z I . F has a natural N I gradation. For any
Äy Äyw xn s  n i g N I , we denote by F the T-submodule of F spannedig I i n
by the monomials uyuy ??? uy such that for any i g I, the number ofi i i1 2 t
 .occurrences of i in the sequence i , i , . . . , i is equal to n . Then each1 2 r i
Äy Äy ÄyF is a free T-module of finite rank and F s [ F . We haven nn g N w I x
Äy Äy Äy y Äy ÄyF F ; F , u g F for i g I, and F s T. The Hopf algebran n 9 nqn 9 i i 0
Äystructure of F is given by
D uy s uy m K q 1 m uy , D K s K m K , . .i i yi i a a a
« uy s 0, « K s 1, . .i a
s uy s yuyK , s K s K , . .i i i a ya
opp y1 Äyw xfor all i g I, a g Z I . Now D and s in F exist and are given by
Dopp uy s uy m 1 q K m uy , Dopp K s K m K , . .i i yi I a a a
sy1 uy s yK uy , sy1 K s K . . .i i i a ya
 w x.2.9.3. PROPOSITION see Lusztig 8, Proposition 1.2.3 . There exists a
Äq Äy  .unique pairing w : F = F ª R satisfying w 1, 1 s 1 and
 .  q y.  y i, i..y1  . y a , b .a w u , u s d 1 y ¨ , w K , K s ¨ for all i, ji j i j a b
w xg I, a , b g Z I .
Äq Äy .  .   . .b w x, y9y0 s w D x , y9 m y0 for all x g F , y9, y0 g F .
opp Äq Äy .  .   ..c w xx9, y0 s w x m x9, D y0 for all x, x9 g F , y0 g F .
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ÄqProof. The comultiplication D of F induces a multiplication in its
ÄqU ÄqU ÄqU ÄqU  . .  .dual space  F , F m F ª F , g ) h x [ m g m hn g N w I x n n n 9 nqn 9
ÄqU q a , i.  ..  .D x . Let j g F be the linear function given by j K u s ¨i i i a i
y i, i. y1 ÄqU y b , a . .  .1 y ¨ and let T g F be given by T K s ¨ for alla 0 a b
w x w xi g I, a , b g Z I . It is easy to see that T , a g Z I , are one family ofa
commutative linear functions and satisfy that T T s T and T j sa b aqb a i
y i, a .  q. q q¨ j T ; for example, since D K u s K u m K q K K m K u ,i a b i b i b b i b i
 q.  .  q. y bqi, a .  b , i. y i, i..y1then T j K u s T K K j K u s ¨ ¨ 1 y ¨a i b i a b i i b i
 q.  q.  .  b , i. y i, i..y1 y b , a .and j T K u s j K u T K s ¨ 1 y ¨ ¨ . So T ji a b i i b i a b a i
s ¨y i, a .j T .i a
Äy yF is an associative R-algebra with free generators u , i g I, andi
w xgenerators K , a g Z I , subject to the relationsa
K uy s ¨y a , i.uyK , K K s K .a i i a a b aqb
Äy ÄqUThen there exists an algebra morphism f : F ª  F such thatn g N w I x n
f uy s j , f K s T , . .i i a a
f y9y0 x s f y9 x f y0 x , .  .  .  .  .  . 1 2
Äq Äy .  .  .where D x s  x m x . We define w : F = F ª R by w x, y s1 2
 . .  .  .f y x . So the conditions a and b of Proposition 2.9.3 are satisfied,
and clearly
 .  .d w x, y s 0 if x, y are homogeneous with different weights.
 . y qWe prove c by induction. First we take y0 s u , x s u , and x9 s K ,i i a
q opp y. y yor x s K and x9 s u . Note that D u s u m 1 q K m u :a i i i yi i
w uqK , uy s j uqK s ¨y i , a .j K uq .  .  .i a i i i a i a i
y1y i , a . a , i. y i , i.s ¨ ¨ 1 y ¨ .
y1y i , i.s 1 y ¨ , .
w uq m K , uy m 1 q K m uy s w uq , uy w K , 1 . .  .i a i yi i i i a
y1y i , i.s 1 y ¨ , .
y1q y q a , i. y i , i.w K u , u s j K u s ¨ 1 y ¨ , . .  .a i i i a i
w K m uq , uy m 1 q K m uy s w K , K w uq , uy . .  .a i i yi i a yi i i
y1yy i , a . y i , i.s ¨ 1 y ¨ .
y1a , i. y i , i.s ¨ 1 y ¨ . .
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Äq ÄyLet x, x9 and y, y9 be homogeneous elements of F and F , respec-
tively, and assume that
D x s x m x , D x9 s xX m xX , .  . 1 2 1 2
D y s y m y , D y9 s yX m yX . .  . 1 2 1 2
Then
D xx9 s x xX m x xX , D yy9 s y yX m y yX . .  . 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
 .We want to show c holds for y0 s yy9:
w xx9, yy9 s f yy9 xx9 s f y f y9 xx9 .  .  .  .  .  . .
s m f y m f y9 D xx9 .  .  . .  .
s f y x xX f y9 x xX s w x xX , y w x xX , y9 .  .  .  .  .  . 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
by the inductive assumption .
s w x m xX , Dopp y w x m xX , Dopp y9 .  . .  . 1 1 2 2
s w x , y w xX , y w x , yX w xX , yX .  .  .  . 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1
according to Proposition 2.9.3 b .
s w x , y yX w x9, y yX s w x m x9, Dopp yy9 .  .  . . 2 2 1 1
 .  opp ..Therefore w xx9, y0 s w x m x9, D y0 . The uniqueness of w is im-
mediate.
Äq Äy .2.9.4. LEMMA. F , F , w is a skew-Hopf pairing that belongs to the
  ..Cartan class C s I, , .
y1 Äq  . .   ..Proof. It remains to show w s a , b s w a, s b for all a g F ,
Äyb g F . We may assume that a, b are homogeneous elements and induce
on the weights of a and b.
 .   . .  y1 ..  b , a .1 w s K , K s w K , s K s ¨ .a b a b
Äy .2 If a s K and b s b b is a homogeneous element of F , thena 1 2
w s K , b b s w K , b b s w K , b w K , b .  .  .  . .a 1 2 ya 1 2 ya 1 ya 2
s w s K , b w s K , b .  . .  .a 1 a 2
by the inductive assumption .
s w K , sy1 b w K , sy1 b .  . .  .a 1 a 2
s w D K , sy1 b m sy1 b .  .  . .a 2 1
s w K , sy1 b sy1 b s w K , sy1 b b , .  .  . .  .a 2 1 a 1 2
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where one should notice that sy1 is an anti-automorphism.
 . q y3 a s u , b s u ,i i
w s uq , uy s w yK uq , uy s j yK uq .  .  . .i i yi i i i yi i
y1y i , i. y i , i.s y¨ 1 y ¨ .
w uq , sy1 uy s w uq , yK uy s w D uq , yK m uy .  .  . . .i i i i i i i i
s w uq m 1 q K m uq , yK m uy .i i i i i
s yw K , K w uq , uy .  .i i i i
y1y i , i. y i , i.s y¨ 1 y ¨ . .
q Äy .4 If a s u and b s b b is a homogeneous element of F , theni 1 2
w s uq , b b . .i 1 2
s w yK uq , b b s yw D K uq , b m b .  . .yi i 1 2 yi i 1 2
s yw K uq m K q 1 m K uq , b m b .yi i yi yi i 1 2
s y w K uq , b w K , b q w 1, b w K uq , b .  . .  . .yi i 1 yi 2 1 yi i 2
s w s uq , b w K , b q w 1, b w s uq , b .  . .  . .  .i 1 yi 2 1 i 2
by the inductive assumption .
s w uq , sy1 b w K , b q w 1, b w uq , sy1 b .  .  .  . .  .i 1 yi 2 1 i 2
and
w uq , sy1 b b . .i 1 2
s w uq , sy1 b sy1 b .  . .i 2 1
s w uq m 1 q K m uq , sy1 b m sy1 b .  . .i i i 2 1
s w uq , sy1 b w 1, sy1 b .  . .  .i 2 1
q w K , sy1 b w uq , sy1 b .  . .  .i 2 i 1
s w uq , sy1 b w K , b q w 1, b w uq , sy1 b . .  .  .  . .  .i 1 yi 2 1 i 2
  q. .  q y1 ..So w s u , b b s w u , s b b .i 1 2 i 1 2
 .5 In general let a s a a and b s b b be homogeneous elements1 2 1 2
Äq Äy  .  .of F and F , respectively, D b s  b m b , D b s  b m b . By1 11 12 2 21 22
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opp y1  y1 y1. oppusing the identity D s s t s m s D we have12
w a a , sy1 b b s w a m a , Doppsy1 b b .  . .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
s w a m a , t sy1 m sy1 Dopp b b .  . .1 2 12 1 2
s w a m a , t sy1 m sy1 b b m b b .  .1 2 12 12 22 11 21
s w a , sy1 b b w a , sy1 b b .  . .  . 1 11 21 2 12 22
by the inductive assumption .
s w s a , b b w s a , b b .  . .  . 1 11 21 2 12 22
s w s a m s a , Dopp b b .  .  . .2 1 1 2
s w s a s a , b b s w s a a , b b . .  .  . .  .2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2
The proof is finished.
 . q 2.10. EXAMPLE Lusztig . We continue Example 2.9. Let I s x g0
Äq Äy Äq Äy q Äq<  . 4  <  . 4f w x, f s 0 s x g f w x, F s 0 . If x g I and y g f for0
Äy opp .  .   ..any z g F with D z s  z m z we have w xy, z s w x m y, D z1 2
 .  .  .  .  .s w x, z w y, z s 0 and w yx, z s w y, z w x, z s 0. So xy, yx2 1 2 1
q q Äq q q qg I and I is a two-sided ideal of f . Let I s T I , T m I ; this0 0 0 0
Äqis a two-sided ideal of F .
y Äy Äq Äy Äq <  . 4  <  . 4Dually let I s y g f w f , y s 0 s y g f w F , y s 0 .0
y Äy y y yI is a two-sided ideal of f . Let I s T I , T m I ; this is a0 0 0
Äytwo-sided ideal of F .
q q Äq Äq q .An easy fact is D I : I m F q F m I .
q Äq q q Äq q y Äy y y Äy yLet f s f rI , F s F rI , f s f rI , and F s F rI . Since0 0
" " Ä"I and I are compatible with the weight decomposition of f and0
Ä" " "F , respectively, we have the weight decomposition f s [ f ,n g N w I x n
" Ä" Ä" "where f is the image of f under the natural maps f ª f , andn n
" " " Ä"F s [ F , where F is the image of F under the natural mapsn g N w I x n n n
Ä" " " " " "F ª F . Also we have F , T m f , so F , T m f .n n
Then D induces an algebra homomorphism Fqª Fqm Fq; again de-
note it D; the same for D: Fyª Fym Fy and s : Fqª Fq, s : Fyª Fy.
Äq Äy q yThe pairing w : F = F ª R factors to a pairing F = F ª R, again by
w : Fq= Fyª R.
 q y .2.10.1. PROPOSITION. The induced skew-Hopf pairing F , F , w is a
 .   ..restricted nondegenerate member of L C , where C s I, , .
 .2.11. EXAMPLE JOSEPH .
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Äq  ..2.11.1. Given a Cartan datum I, , , let U be a free R-algebra
q Äy ywith generators x , i g I, and U a free R-algebra with generators x ,i i
i g I. As before they have the natural gradation
Äq Äq Äy ÄyU s U , U s U[ [y n
w x w xngN I ngN I
Äq Äywith U s U s R1.0 0
Äy y  i, l. y .Let T denote the automorphism of U defined by T x s ¨ xl l i i
Äyw xfor any l g Z I and define the T left skew derivation d of U for anyj j
j g I through
d xy s d , .j i i j
d ayby s d ay by q T ay d by .  . .  .j n m j n m j n j m
y Äy y Äyfor any i g I and any homogeneous elements a g U and b g U ,n n m m
 .where d is the Kronecker sign. In particular, d R1 s 0. Note that d isi j j j
Äy y n , l. y .not an algebra endomorphism of U and T a s ¨ a for anyl n n
y Äya g U . One can verify the relationn n
d xy y ¨  i , j.xyd s dj i i j i j
Äyas operations acting on U .
Äq q2.11.2. Since U is a free R-algebra with generators x , i g I, there isi
q Äq Äy Äy q q .  .a unique anti-homomorphism w : U ª Hom U , U by taking w xR j
Äy Äys d for any j g I. Since the decomposition U s [ U [ R1, wej n ) 0 n
y Äy yhave the canonical projection « : U ª R. « is an algebra homomor-
Äq Äy  .phism. So we can define a pairing w : U = U ª R by w x, y s
y q . .« w x y .
Äq Äy2.11.3. We need to add the torus algebra T to U and U , respec-
Äq Äq q a , b . qtively. V s TU subject to the relations K a s ¨ a K , wherea b b a
q Äq Äy Äyw x w xa g Z I and a g U for any b g N I . V s TU subject to theb b
y ya , b . y y Äyw xrelations K b s ¨ b K , where a g Z I and b g U for anya b b a b b
w x w xb g N I . For any l g Z I , j g I, the operators T and d can bel j
Äy ya , l. .  .extended to act on V by setting T K s ¨ K , d K s 0 for anyl a a j a
w xa g Z I . For example, we check that
T d K xy s T T K s ¨y a , j.ya , b .K . .  .b j a j b j a a
d T K xy s d ¨y a , b .qX  j , b .K xy s ¨y a , b .q j , b .ya , j.K . .  .j b a j j a j a
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y j, b . q ÄqSo T d s ¨ d T . Therefore the anti-homomorphism w : U ªb j j b
Äy Äy q Äq .Hom U , U can be extended to an anti-homomorphism w : V ªR
Äy Äy q q q .  .  . w xHom V , V with w x s d , w K s T for any j g I, b g Z I ,R j j b b
q q q Äy Äq Äy .  .  .so that w ab s w b w a for all a, b g V . Now V and V have
the graded decomposition too:
Äq Äq ÄqV s TU s TU [ T ,[ n
n)0
Äy Äy ÄyV s TU s TU [ T .[ n
n)0
y y Äy . w xLet « K s 1 for any a g Z I . Then « : V ª R is a well-defineda
projection.
Äq Äy y q .   . .Let w : V = V ª R be given by w x, y s « w x y . Then w is a
well-defined pairing.
Äq2.11.4. As before, there are induced Hopf algebra structures on V
Äy Äqand V . The Hopf algebra V is given by
 .  q. q q  .a D x s x m 1 q K m x , D K s K m K ,i i i i a a a
 .  q.  .b « x s 0, « K s 1,i a
 .  q. q  .c s x s yK x , s K s Ki yi i a ya
w xfor all i g I, a g Z I
ÄyThe Hopf algebra V is given by
 .  y. y y  .a9 D x s x m K q 1 m x , D K s K m K ,i i yi i a a a
 .  y.  .b9 « x s 0, « K s 1,i a
 .  y. y  .c9 s x s yx K , s K s Ki i i a ya
opp y1 Äyw xfor all i g I, a g Z I . The operations D and s for V are
 . opp y. y y opp .d9 D x s x m 1 q K m x , D K s K m K ,i i yi i a a a
 . y1 y. y y1 .e9 s x s yK x , s K s K .i i i a ya
2.11.5. We have the following properties:
 . q . . q . . q . .  .1 w x yy9 s w x y w x y9 , where D x s  x m x .1 2 1 2
Äq Äy .2 If x g U , y g U , thenn m
w K x , K y s ¨y a , b .yn , b .qa , m .w x , y . . .a b
 . q q q. .  .  .  .Proof of 2.11.5 1 . When x s x , w x yy9 s d y y9 q T y d y9i i i i i
q q. . q . . q . . q q. .s w x y w 1 y9 q w K y w x y9 . The formula holds. As-i i i
 .  . X X  . Xsume D x s  x m x and D x9 s  x m x . Then D xx9 s  x x m1 2 1 2 1 1
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X q  . . q  . q  . . q  .x x a n d w xx 9 y y 9 s w x 9 w x y y 9 s w x 92 2
 q  . . q  . .. q  X . q  . . q  X . q  . .w x y w x y 9 s w x w x y w x w x y 9 s1 2 1 1 2 2
q X . . q X . .w x x y w x x y9 . We have the formula by induction.1 2 2 2
 . qProof of 2.11.5 2 . The proof is immediate from the definition of w .
Äq Äy2.11.6. PROPOSITION. The pairing w : V = V ª R defined in Section
2.11.3 satisfies
 .  .  .  .  .a w 1, y s « y , w x, 1 s « x ,
 .  .   . .b w x, yy9 s w D x , y m y9 ,
 .  .  i opp ..c w xx9, y s w x m x , D y ,
 .   . .  y1 ..d w s x , y s w x, s y
Äq Äyfor all x, x9 g V and y, y9 g V .
 .  .  .Proof. a is obvious and b is the property 1 . Now we come to prove
Äq Äy .c . Take x, x9 g U and y g U to be homogeneous elements. If we
 .  opp ..have proved w xx9, y s w x m x9, D y , then
w K xK x9, K y s w K x m K x9, Dopp K y . .  . .a b g a b g
 . opp .In fact, by d9 , we may assume D y s  K y m y , where y , y gy< y < 1 2 1 22Äy < <U are homogeneous elements and ? denotes the weight. From the
 .property 2 it follows that
w K xK x9, K y s ¨y < x < , b .¨y aqb , g .y < x <q < x 9 < , g .qaqb , < y <.w xx9, y . .a b g
and
w K x m K x9, Dopp K y . .a b g
s w K x , K K y w K x9, K y . . a g y < y < 1 b g 22
s ¨y a , g .y < x < , g .y b , g .y < x 9 < , g .
= ¨ a , < y2 <.q < x < , < y2 <.qa , < y1 <.q b , < y2 <.w x , y w x9, y .  . 1 2
s ¨y a , g .y < x < , g .y b , g .y < x 9 < , g .
= ¨ a , < y2 <.qa , < y1 <.q b , < y2 <.w x , K y w x9, y . . . y< y < 1 22
< < < < < < < < < < < < < < < <We may assume y q y s y , x q x9 s y , and x9 s y . So it is1 2 2
reduced to
w xx9, y s w x , K y w x9, y , .  . . y< y < 1 22
that is,
w xx9, y s w x m x9, Dopp y . .  . .
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We prove this formula by induction. It is easy for y s xy. Let y0 s yy9i
opp . opp . X X  .and D y s  y m y , D y9 s  y m y , D x s  x m x , and1 2 1 2 1 2
 . X X  .D x9 s  x m x . By b ,1 2
w xx9, yy9 s w D xx9 , y m y9 s w x xX , y w x xX , y9 .  .  .  . .  1 1 2 2
by the inductive assumption .
s w x m xX , Dopp y w x m xX , Dopp y9 .  . .  . 1 1 2 2
s w x , y w xX , y w x , yX w xX , yX .  .  .  . 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2
s w x , y w x , yX w xX , y w xX , yX .  .  .  . 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2
s w D x , y m yX w D x9 , y m yX .  . .  . 1 1 2 2
s w x , y yX w x9, y yX .  . 1 1 2 2
s w x m x9, y yX m y yX s w x m x9, Dopp yy9 . .  . . 1 1 2 2
 .The proof of d is the same as in Lemma 2.9.4.
Äq Äy Äy2.11.7. We come back to U and U now. If I is a subspace of U
stable by the derivations d , i g I, then so are its graded components. Iti
y Äyfollows easily that there is a unique maximal proper ideal I of U
Äycontained in the graded complement of R1, i.e., contained in [ Un ) 0 n
y y Äy yand stable by d , i g I. Moreover I is graded. Set U s U rI . By thei
y Äqconstruction, the derivations d , i g I, factor to acting on U . Because Ui
is a free algebra on generators xq , i g I, so we have the canonicali
q Äq y y q q .  .anti-homomorphism w : U ª Hom U , U by taking w x s d ,R i i
q q Äq q Äq qi g I. Obviously I s ker w is a graded ideal of U . Let U s U rI ,
q q  y y.so w factors to the algebra morphism U ª Hom U , U , still denotedR
by wq. Since Uys [ Uy [ R1, «y: Uyª R is a well-defined projec-n ) 0 n
q y  . y q . ..tion too. Define the pairing w : U = U ª R by w a, b s « w a b .
 q y.Obviously w U , U s 0 unless m s n .m n
2.11.8. LEMMA. The pairing w : Uq= Uyª R is nondegenerate.
y  q .Proof. Take y g U nonzero and show that w U , y / 0 by induc-m m m m
tion on m. It is clear if m s 0. If m ) 0, by the maximality of I y, there is
q q. . qi g I such that w x y / 0. Then there exists x g U such thati m myi myi
 q q. ..  q .w x , w x y / 0 by the inductive hypothesis. Thus w x x , ymyi i m i myi m
/ 0 as required.
q q .Take x g U nonzero. Because w x is a derivation of degree m,m m m
q . y  y.  y.then w x U ; R1. Since w x , U s 0 if n / m, then w x , U / 0m m m n m m
by the definition of I q.
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2.11.9. Let Vqs TUq by the relation K x s ¨ a , b .x K , and leta b b a
y y ya , b . w xV s TU by the relation K y s ¨ y K , where a g Z I , b ga b b a
w x q y q yN I , x g U , and y g U . V and V are Hopf algebras under theb b b b
Äq Äy  .operations induced from those of V and V , respectively Section 2.11.4 .
The action wq of Uq on Uy extends to an action of Vq on Vy by setting
q .  .  . a , b .w K s T , d T s 0, and T K s ¨ K for all i g I, a , b gb b i b a a
w x y . w x y yZ I . Let « K s 1 and a g Z I . Then « : V ª R and the pairing w :a
q y  . y q . .V = V ª R with w x, y s « w x y . We get
2.11.10. PROPOSITION. The pairing w : Vq= Vyª R is a restricted nonde-
 .generate skew-Hopf pairing in L C .
3. UNIQUENESS OF NONDEGENERATE PAIRING
  ..3.1. Given a Cartan datum C s I, , , consider the class of skew-
 q y .  .  q y .  .Hopf pairings A , A , w in L C . If we take A , A , w g L C , it is
 .  .  .easy to see that w is determined by a , b , and c9 of Section 2.2 as soon
 q y.as the elements w x , x , i g I, are given. However, according to Greeni i
w x5 , there is an algorithm to calculate w that only depends on the Cartan
datum. This implies that any two restricted nondegenerate skew-Hopf
 .pairings in L C are canonically isomorphic.
w xIf n s  n i g N I , let tr n s  n and write p s tr n . Defineig I i ig I i
 .  . pI n to be the set of all vectors a s a , a , . . . , a g I that have weight1 2 p
n , i.e., that satisfy
 4n s k g N N 1 F k F p , a s ii k
 .  .for all i g I. Define I 0 to consist of a single element B. Let I ` denote
 . q  y. w xthe disjoint union D I n . Then A resp. A for any n g N I isn g N w I x n n
q q q  y y y .the T-span of the monomials x s x ??? x resp. x s x ??? x ,a a a a a a1 p 1 p
 . "a g I n , in case n s 0 we define x s 1.B
 q y .  .3.2. LEMMA. Let A , A , w g L C . Then:
 .  q y. w x1 w A , A s 0 if m / n in N I .m n
 . w x w x  .2 For any a , b g Z I , n g N I and a, b g I n . Then
w K xq , K xy s ¨y a , b .yn , b .qa , n .w xq , xy . . .a a b b a b
 .  .  .  .Proof. 1 The proof follows from A2 and A3 of Section 2.7 and b
 .and c9 of Section 2.2 by induction.
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 .  .  . q q q2 Let a s a , . . . , a and b s b , . . . , b . Then x s x ??? x ,1 p 1 p a a a1 p
xy s xy ??? xy , andb b b1 p
w K xq , K xy s w D K xq , K m xy . .  .a a b b a a b b
s w K m K xq m 1 q K m xq .  . a a a a a1 1 1
= ??? xq m 1 q K m xq , K m xy . /a a a b bp p p
by 1 .
s w K K ??? K m K xq ??? xq , K m xy .a a a a a a b b1 p 1 p
s w K K , K w K xq , xy . .a n b a a b
s ¨y a , b .yn , b .w K m xq , Dopp xy . .a a b
by A2 of Section 2.7 and 1 .  .
s ¨ ya , b .yn , b .qa , n .w xq , xy . .a b
 .   ..3.3. PROPOSITION Green . Gi¨ en a Cartan datum C s I, , , for any
w x  .  . w y1 x n g N I and a, b g I n , then there exists an element M t g Z t, t ta, b
.  q y .  .indeterminate such that for any A , A , w g L C , there holds
n iq y q yw x , x s M ¨ w x , x . . .  .a b a , b i i
igI
 .  .  q y.  q y.Moreo¨er, M t s M t ; therefore, w x , x s w x , x .a, b b, a a b b a
 w x.Proof compare 5, p. 376 . This is by induction on p s tr n s  n .ig I i
 q y.  .  .If p s 0, then a s b s B and w x , x s w 1, 1 s 1 by a of Sectiona b
 .2.2. So the statement is satisfied by taking M t s 1. Assume now thatB, B
p G 1 and that the following notation holds:
p  4  .Notation. If a g I and S is a subset of 1, . . . , p , we denote by a S
< <  .the vector of length p y S obtained by removing from a s a , . . . , a all1 p
 4  4  .the terms a , i g S. In case S s p for some p g 1, . . . , p , write a pi
 .for a S .
 . y y y  .Now letting a, b g I n , we have x s x x . By b of Section 2.2,b b p. bp
w xq , xy s w D xq , xy m xy .  . /a b a b p. bp
s w xq m 1 q K m xq , xy m xy . . a a a b p. b /p p p p
 4pg 1, . . . , p
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 q q .Expand the product  x m 1 q K m x asp g 1, . . . , p4 a a ap p p
 .  4  .[ z P , where for each subset P ; 1, . . . , p , z P s z ??? zP ; 1, . . . , p4 1 p
such that z s xq m 1 if p g P and z s K m xq if p 9 g P9 sp a p 9 a ap p 9 p 9
 41, . . . , p R P. Multiplying out this product according to the formula in
 q .A 1 of Section 2.7, we get
z P s ¨ a : P .K xq m xq , . aP . aP 9. aP .
where




  . y y .  4However, by Lemma 3.2, w z P , x m x s 0 unless P9 s p forb p. bp
 4some p g 1, . . . , p , and in this case we have
w z P , xy m xy s ¨ a : P .w K xq , xy w xq , xy .  .  . .b p. b a ap . b p. a bp p p p
by Lemma 3.2 .
s ¨ a : P .¨ ap , b p..w xq , xy w xq , xy , .  .ap . b p. a bp p
 .  .   .. where a:P s y a , a q ??? qa and a , b p s a , b q ???p 1 py1 p p 1
.b . By the inductive assumption we havepy1
w xq , xy s ¨ ap , b1q ? ? ? bpy 1.yap , a1q ? ? ? qapy1. . a b
 4pg 1, . . . , p
a sbp p
=
n iq yM ¨ w x , x . .  .ap . , b p. i i
igI
Since n s b q ??? qb q b s a q ??? qa q a q a q ??? qa ,1 py1 p 1 py1 p pq1 p
then if a s b , ¨ ap , b1q ? ? ? bpy 1.yap , a1q ? ? ? qapy1. s ¨ ap , apq1q ? ? ? qap.. Hencep p
n iq y a , a q ? ? ? qa . q yp pq1 pw x , x s ¨ M ¨ w x , x . . .  . a b ap . , b p. i i
igI 4pg 1, . . . , p
a sbp p
We get
M t s t ap , apq1q? ? ?qap.M t . .  .a , b ap . , b p.
 4pg 1, . . . , p
a sbp p
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 4Let G be the permutation group of 1, . . . , p and
 4G s g g G a s b for all p g 1, . . . , p . 5ab g p . p
By induction one can prove
M t s t  f :a. , . a , b
fgGab
where
f :a s a , a . .  . p 9 p
p 9-p
y1 y1 .  .f p 9 )f p
 .Let i s a s b and n 9 s n y i. Then tr n 9 s p y 1. I n 9 is the set ofp p
vectors in I py1 with weights n 9. By the inductive assumption,
M t s t  f 9 :ap .. , . ap . , b p.
f 9gGa p .b p.
where
f 9:a p s a , a . .  . .  h9 h
h9-h
y1 y1 .  .f 9 h 9 )f 9 h
Set f to be a permutation that is induced by f 9 and mapping p to p . Then
f g G and also any f g G is obtained similarly. Thusab ab
M t s t ap , apq1q ??? qap.q f 9 :ap .. .  a , b
 4 f 9gGpg 1, . . . , p a p .b p.
a sbp p
s t  f :a. .
fgGab
Because G s Gy1 andab b a
f :a s a , a s b , b s g :b , .  .  . . p 9 p h 9 h
p 9-p h 9-h
y1 y1 y1 y1 .  .f p 9 )f p  .  .g h 9 )g h
y1 . y1 . y1 where we take h9 s f p , h s f p 9 , and g s f g G notice thatb a
.  .  .y1b s a , then M t s M t . The proof is finished.f p . p ab b a
  ..  q y .  .3.4. Given a Cartan datum C s I, , , let A , A , w g L C .
q q y y q  y.Then A s TB and A s TB , where B B is the subalgebra gener-
q  y.ated by x x , i g I. Puti i
q q y y y qI s x g B w x , A s 0 , I s Y g B w A , y s 0 . 4  4 .  .0 0
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Then I qs T I q , T m I q and I ys T I y , T m I y are two-sided0 0 0 0
ideals of Aq and Ay, respectively. It is easy to see that
1 I qs Aq l I q , Aq l I qs 0, .  . n 0
w xngN I
I ys Ay l I y , Ay l I ys 0; . n 0
w xngN I
2 D I q ; Aqm I qq I qm Aq, .  .
D I y ; Aym I yq I ym Ay. .
q q q q q q qSet A s A rI , which is generated by x s x q I , i g I, and A si i 0
q y y y y yA s T. A s A rI , which is generated by x s x q I , i g I, and0 i i
y y q y .  .A s A s T. Then A , A , w is again a skew-Hopf pairing in L C ,0 0
q ywhere the Hopf algebra structure of A , A and w is inherited in obvious
q yways from A , A , and w, respectively. Of course w is restricted nonde-
generate.
 q y .  q y .3.5. Let A , A , w and A9 , A9 , w9 be two skew-Hopf pairings in
 .  q y .L C . When we say a canonical isomorphism f : A , A , w ª
 q y . q qA9 , A9 , w9 , it means that we have the isomorphisms f : A ª A9 and
y y  q. Xq  y. Xyf : A ª A9 as Hopf algebras; moreover, f x s x , f x s x for alli i i i
i g I and f preserves T s A s AX elementwise.0 0
According to Proposition 3.3, the relation between w and w9 is also
w x  .  Xq Xy.clear, precisely, for any n g N I and any a, b g I n , w9 x , x sa b
 .  q y.  .c n w x , x , where c n is nonzero in R, which only depends on n .a b
 .   ..3.6. THEOREM Green . Gi¨ en a Cartan datum C s I, , , any two
 .restricted nondegenerate skew-Hopf pairings in L C are canonical isomor-
phic.
 q y .  q y .Proof. Let A , A , w and A9 , A9 , w9 be two restricted nonde-
 . qgenerate members of L C . Then any element of B can be written as
q q q q  .x s  c x , where c g R and x s x ??? x if a s a , . . . , a gag I`. a a a a a a 1 p1 p
I p; in particular, xq s 1. We define the morphism f : Bqª B9q byB
sending x s  c xq to x9 s  c xXq. We show that f is aag I`. a a ag I`. a a
 y.well-defined morphism. In fact x s 0 if and only if w x, A s 0 since w
 .  y.is restricted nondegenerate. By Lemma 3.2 2 it is equivalent to w x, xb
 .  q y.  .s 0 for any b g I ` , that is,  c w x , x s 0 for any b g I ` .ag I`. a a b
 q y.  .Since w x , x s 0 if a, b are different weights by Lemma 3.2 1 , it isa b
equivalent to
q y w xc w x , x s 0 for all b g I n and all n g N I . . . a a b
 .agI n
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By Proposition 3.3, this is equivalent to
w xc M ¨ s 0 for all b g I n and all n g N I .  . a a , b
 .agI n
 q y.n i  .since  w x , x / 0 by A3 of Section 2.7. However, this conditionig I i i
is independent of Aq according to Proposition 3.3. We obtain that
x s  c xq s 0 if and only if x9 s  c xXqs 0. So f : Bqªag I`. a a ag I`. a a
B9q is well defined. It is easily seen that f is a canonical algebra
isomorphism and it can be extended at once to a bijective map f :
Aqª A9q that preserves T elementwise. Moreover f is admissible with
the comultiplication and co-unit. Although there is no hypothesis on
 .  .  q.antipodes in Section 2.7, by m s m 1 D s h« , s K K s 1 and s x qa a i
 . q  .  q. qs K x s 0; hence s K s K and s x s yK x for all a gi i a ya i yi i
w xZ I , i g I. Thus f is admissible with antipodes. Therefore f is an
isomorphism of Hopf algebras. f : Ayª A9y is similar.
3.6.1. Remark. The constructions of restricted nondegenerate skew-
Hopf pairings of Lusztig and Joseph as in Section 2 are canonically
isomorphic to each other by Theorem 3.6.
4. HALL AND COMPOSITION ALGEBRAS
4.1. Now we consider the Hall algebras over hereditary algebras. We
< <’fix some notations in this section. Let k be a finite field, ¨ s q , q s k ,
and L be an associative hereditary k-algebra. Assume also that L is
< 1 . <finitary in the sense that Ext S, S9 - ` for all simple L-modules S, S9L
that are finite as sets. This condition is met if L is finitely generated as
w xk-algebra 12 .
Let P be the set of isomorphism classes of L-modules of finite
cardinality. We denote by 0 both the zero module and its isomorphism
 4class. Let P s P R 0 . For every a g P let u be a representative in a .1 a
Given a g P, let a be the order of the automorphism group of u . Givena a
a , b , l g P, let g l be the number of submodules B of u such thatab l
B , u and u rB , u .b l a
Green gave us the following remarkable formula.
 .4.2. THEOREM Green . Assume that L is hereditary and finitary. Gi¨ en
any a , b , a 9, b9 g P, then
a a a a g l g l ay1a b a 9 b 9 a b a 9b 9 l
lgP
1Ext u , u .r t a a 9 b b 9s g g g g a a a a . rs rs 9 s 9t st r s s 9 tHom u , u .r tr , s , s 9 , tgP
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The Green formula reflects the symmetry of the module category of a
w x w xhereditary algebra deeply. For its proofs we refer to 5 and 16 .
More generally, given a , . . . , a , l g P, let F l be the set of1 t a , . . . , a1 t
filtrations
u s M = M = ??? = M s 0l 0 1 t
such that M rM is isomorphic to u for all 1 F i F t. The cardinalityiy1 i a i
of F l will be denoted by g l . A routine generalization of thea , . . . , a a ? ? ? a1 t 1 t
Green formula is the following.
 4n  4m4.3. COROLLARY. Let L be hereditary and finitary. Gi¨ en a , bi is1 j js1
; P, then
n m
l l y1a a g g a  a b a ? ? ? a b ? ? ? b li j 1 n 1 m
is1 js1 lgP




a bi jg g , r r ? ? ? r r r ? ? ? ri1 i2 i m 1 j 2 j n j
is1 js1
where the sum is taken o¨er P.
4.4. Given L-modules M, N, let
 : 1M , N s dim Hom M , N y dim Ext M , N . .  .R k k
 :Since L is hereditary, M, N depends only on the dimension vectorsR
dim M and dim N. For a , b g P, we write
 :  :a , b s u , u .R Ra b
 : w xSo the Ringel form ], ] is defined on Z I , where I is the set ofR
isomorphism classes of simple L-modules. The Ringel symmetric form
 .], ] is given byR
 :  :a , b s a , b q b , a . R RR
w x  w x.on Z I . The following two lemmas are due to Ringel see 16 .
LEMMA 1. Let L be a finite dimensional hereditary k-algebra. Then the
  . .Ringel symmetric form I, ], ] is a Cartan datum.R
 .We denote by k an algebraic closure of k. For any n g N, let F n be
w  . xthe subfield of k with F n :k s n.
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  ..LEMMA 2. Let I, , be any Cartan datum and let k be any finite field.
Fix some total ordering $ on the set I. Then there exists a k-species}
 .S s F M defined asi, i j i, jg I
i , i .
F s F for any i g I ,i  /2
M s F y i , j if i $ j or 0 otherwise, . .i j
 .such that the tensor algebra T S is a finite dimensional hereditary k-algebra,
 .the simple T S -modules are indexes by I, and the Ringel symmetric form
 .  .  .   ..], ] of T S is equal to ], ] of I, , .R
4.4.1. Remark. This means that any Cartan datum can be realized by
the Ringel symmetric form of some finite dimensional hereditary k-alge-
  ..bra; moreover, if the Cartan datum I, , is simply laced, one may take
 .T S to be the path algebra kQ, where the quiver Q is made by orienting
  ..the Dynkin graph of I, , in any way that gives no oriented cycles.
Let R be a commutative integral domain containing the integers Z and
containing also elements ¨ , ¨y1, L, P, P , and I given as above. Let1
 .H L be the free R-module with the basis
w xK u a g Z I , l g P . 4a l
With these notations we have
 .4.5. THEOREM. H L is endowed with a Hopf algebra structure under the
following operations.
 .  .a Ringel Multiplication:
u u s ¨ a , b :g l u for all a , b g P ,a b a b l
lgP
a , b . w xK u s ¨ u K for all a g Z I , b g P ,a b b a
w xK K s K for all a , b g Z I ,a b aqb
with unit 1 s u s K .0 0
 .  .b Green Comultiplication:
a aa ba , b : lD u s ¨ g u K m u for all l g P , . l a b a b bala , bgP
w xD K s K m K for all a g Z I .a a a
w xwith co-unit « u s 0 for l / 0 in P and « K s 1 for all a g Z I .l a
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 .c Antipode:
m
s u s d q y1 .  .l l0
mG1
=
a ??? al l1 m2 l , l : l pi- j i j¨ g g K u l ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l yl p1 m 1 malpgP
l , . . . , l gP1 m 1
for all l g P ,
w xs K s K for all a g Z I , .a ya
 :  :  .  .where ], ] s ], ] , ], ] s ], ] , and d is the Kronecker sign.R R l0
 .Proof. a The associativity of the multiplication follows from the fact
that
u u u s ¨ a , b :qa , g :q b , g :g l u s u u u . .  .a b g a bg l a b g
lgP
Obviously the unit element is just u s K s 1.0 0
 . w x w x  . l w y1 xb By 9 or 16 , it is known that a a ra g belongs to Z ¨ ,a b l a b
 .  .  .  .so D: H L ª H L m H L is R-linear. Obviously D K K sa a 9
 .  . w xD K D K for all a , a 9 g Z I . It will be enough to prove thata a 9
D u , u s D u D u for all a 9, b9 g P. .  .  .a 9 b 9 a 9 b 9
Since
u u s ¨ a 9 , b 9:g l u ,a 9 b 9 a 9b 9 l
lgP
then
) D u u s ¨ a 9 , b 9:g l D u .  .  .a 9 b 9 a 9b 9 l
lgP
a aa ba 9 , b 9:qa , b : l ls ¨ g g u K m u a 9b 9 a b a b ball, a , bgP
and
a ar s r , s : a 9D u D u s ¨ g u K m u .  . a 9 b 9 rs r s s /aa 9r , sgP
=
a ar9 s 9 r 9 , s 9: b 9¨ g u K m u r9s 9 r 9 s 9 s 9 /ab9r9 , s 9gP
a a a ar s r 9 s 9 r , s :q r 9 , s 9:s ¨ a aa 9 b 9r , s , r 9 , s 9gP
=g a 9 g b9 u K u K m u u .rs r 9s 9 r s r 9 s 9 s s 9
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 .By a we have
D u D u .  .a 9 b 9
a a a ar s r 9 s 9D a 9 b 9 a bs ¨ g g g g u K m u , )9 . rs r 9s 9 rr 9 ss 9 a b ba aa 9 b 9r , s , r 9 , s 9gP
a , bgP
 :  :  :  :  .where D s r, s q r9, s 9 q r, r9 q s , s 9 q s , r9 .
From the definition of g l it follows that g l / 0 implies that dim uab a b l
s dim u q dim u for any a , b , l g P. So we may assume here thata b
dim u q dim u s dim u s dim u q dim ua b l a 9 b 9
and that
dim u q dim u s dim u , dim u q dim u s dim u ,r s a 9 r 9 s 9 b 9
dim u q dim u s dim u , dim u q dim u s dim u .r r 9 a s s 9 b
So K s K K . Therefore we haveb s s 9
 :  :  :  :  :a 9, b9 s r , r9 q r , s 9 q s , r9 q s , s 9 ,
 :  :  :  :  :a , b s r , s q r , s 9 q r9, s q r9, s 9
and hence
 :  :  :D s a , b q a 9, b9 y 2 r , s 9 .
 .  .Comparing with the coefficients of u K m u in ) and )9 , we see thata b b
 .  .  .the validity of D u u s D u D u reduces toa 9 b 9 a 9 b 9
a a a aa b a 9 b 9l l y2 r , s 9: s b a 9 b 9g g s ¨ g g g g a a a a . ab a 9b 9 rr 9 ss 9 rs r 9s 9 r s r 9 s 9allgP r , s , r 9 , s 9gP
Since
1Ext u , u .1 r s 9y2 r , s 9: y r , s 9: dim Ext u , u .ydim Homu , u ..k r s 9 k r s 9¨ s q s q s ,
Hom u , u .r s 9
 .this equation is exactly the Green formula Theorem 4.2 .
 .It is easy to see « given in b is the co-unit.
 .  . l w y1 xc It is also known that a ??? a ra g belongs to Z ¨ .l l l l ? ? ? l1 m 1 m
According to the definition of Hopf algebra, we only need to verify that
m s m 1 D u s d and m 1 m s D u s d .  .  .  .l l0 l l0
for all l g P. Since
a al9 lmq 1l9 , l : lmq 1D u s ¨ g u K m u , . l l9l l9 l lmq 1 mq1 mq1all9 , l gPmq1
then
a al9 lmq 1l9 , l : lmq 1m s m 1 D u s ¨ g K s u u , .  .  .l l9l yl l9 lmq 1 mq1 mq1all9 , l gPmq1
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 .  .  .where we use s u K s s K s u . This is easy to check accord-l9 l l l9mq 1 mq1
 .  .  .ing to the rule s K u s s u s K . So we deduce to provel l9 l9 lmq 1 mq1




a ??? al lm 1 m2 l , l :i- j i js u s d q y1 ¨ .  . l9 l90 al9mG1 p 9gP
l , . . . , l gP1 m 1
=g l9 gp 9 K u ,l ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l yl9 p 91 m 1 m
 .the right side of )) is
a al9 lmq 1l9 , l : lmq 1s d y K u y ¨ g Kl0 yl l l9l ylmq 1 mq1all9 , l gPmq1 1
a ??? al lm 1 m2 l , l : l9 p 9i- j i j= y1 ¨ g g .  l ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l1 m 1 mal9mG1 p 9gP
l , . . . , l gP1 m 1
=K u uyl9 p 9 lmq 1
m 2 l , l : l9 , l :i- j F m i j mq1s d y K u y y1 ¨ ¨ . l0 yl l
mG1 p 9gP
l9 , l , . . . , l , l gP1 m mq1 1
a ??? a al l l1 m mq1 l9 l p 9 p 9 , l :mq 1= g g g K K ¨l ? ? ? l l9l l ? ? ? l yl yl91 m mq1 1 m mq1al pgP
=gp up 9l pmq 1
m 2 l , l :i- j i js d y K u y y1 ¨ . l0 yl l
mG1 pgP
l , . . . , l , l gP1 m mq1 1
a ??? a al l l1 m mq1 l p= g g K u ,l ? ? ? l l l ? ? ? l l yl p1 m mq1 1 m mq1al
because g l / 0 implies that dim u s dim u q ??? q dim u , so wea ? ? ? a l a a1 i 1 i
may assume that
dim u s dim u q ??? qdim u ,l9 l l1 m
dim u s dim u q ??? qdim u ,p 9 l l1 m
dim u q dim u s dim u , dim u q dim u s dim u .l9 l l p 9 l pmq 1 mq1
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 .Then the right side of )) is
a ??? al lm 1 m2 l , l :i- j i js d y K u q y1 ¨ . l0 yl l almG2 pgP
l , . . . , l gP1 m 1
=g l gp K ul ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l yl p1 m 1 m
a ??? al lm 1 m2 l , l :i- j i js d q y1 ¨ . l0 almG1 pgP
l , . . . , l gP1 m 1
=g l gp K u .l ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l yl p1 m 1 m
 .  .According to the definition of s in c , this is exactly equal to s u . It isl
 .  .the same to verify that m 1 m s D u s d . The proof of Theorem 4.5 isl l0
completed.
4.5.1. Remarks. 1. Let us mention the following special case of Theo-
rem 4.5: if u , i g I, are simple L-modules, we havei
D u s u m 1 q K m u , s u s yK u . .  .i i i i i yi i
 .  < w x42. The subalgebra of H L generated by K a g Z I is a torusa
w xdefined on Z I . Also it is isomorphic to the group algebra of the
Grothendieck group of mod L.
 .4.5.2. The Hopf algebra H L given in Theorem 4.5 is called the
 .extended twisted Hall algebra of L.
 .  .4.6. Proof of Corollary 4.3. In view of a and b of Theorem 4.5,
u u ??? u s ¨  i- j b i , b j:g l u ,b b b b ? ? ? b l1 2 m 1 m
lgP
a ? ? ? aa a1 nn  a , a : li- j i jD u s ¨ g . l a ? ? ? a1 n ala , . . . , a gP1 n
= u K m u K m ??? m u K m u ,a a q? ? ?qa a a q? ? ?qa a a a1 2 n 2 3 n ny1 n n
n  .  .  .where D s 1 m ??? m 1 m D ??? 1 m D D. By Theorem 4.5 b ,
Dn u u ??? u s Dn u Dn u ??? Dn u . w .  .  .  .  .b b b b b b1 2 m 1 2 m
 .The left side of w is
a ??? aa a1 n  b , b : l  a , a : li- j i j i- j i js ¨ g ¨ g b ? ? ? b a ? ? ? a1 m 1 n allgP a , . . . , a gP1 n
= u K m u K m ??? m u K m ua a q? ? ?qa a a q? ? ?qa a a a1 2 n 2 3 n ny1 n n
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n
  b , b :q a , a :i- j i j i- j i js ¨ a  a i
is1a , . . . , a gP1 n
= g l g l ay1 u K m u K m ??? m u . a ? ? ? a b ? ? ? b l a a q? ? ?qa a a q? ? ?qa a1 n 1 m 1 2 n 2 3 n n
lgP
 .The right side of w is
m m a ??? ar r1 j n jn   r , r : bi- k i j k j js D u s ¨ g .  b r ? ? ? rj 1 j n j ajs1 br ??? rjs1 j1 j n j
= u K m u K m ??? m ur r q? ? ?qr r r q? ? ?qr r1 j 2 j n j 2 j 3 j n j n j
y1m m




= u K m u K m ??? m u  r r q? ? ?qr r r q? ? ?qr r1 j 2 j n j 2 j 3 j n j n j
js1 js1 js1
m






  r , r ..i) k , j- l i j k la a ¨ r bi j j /1FiFn js1
1FjFm
m
= u K r  r q? ? ?qr .1 j 1F j F m 2 j n j /js1
m m
m u K m ??? m u r  r q? ? ?qr . r2 j 1F j F m 3 j n j n j /js1 js1
s ¨ 1F j F m i- k r i j , r k j:q1F iF n j- l r i j , r i l:q i) k , j- l  r i j , r k l .. 




b aj i= g g a a   r ? ? ? r r ? ? ? r r b1 j n j i1 i m i j j /js1 is1 1FiFn js1
1FjFm




  b , b :q a , a : l l y1j- l j l i- k i k¨ a g g a a a ? ? ? a b ? ? ? b li 1 n 1 m
is1 lgP
y1m
s a b j /js1
= a ¨ 1F j F m i- k r i j , r k j:q1F iF n j- l r i j , r i l:q i) k , j- l r i j , r k l ..  r i j




a bi j= g g . r ? ? ? r r ? ? ? ri1 i m 1 j n j
is1 js1
Since
 :  :b , b s r , r , j l i j k l
j-l i , j , k , l
j-l
 :  :a , a s r , r , i k i j k l
i-k i , j , k , l
i-k
 :  :r , r s r , r q r , r , .  i j k l i j k l i j k l
i)k i)k i-k
j-l j-l j)l
we obtain the formula
n m
l l y1a a g g a  a b a ? ? ? a b ? ? ? b li j 1 n 1 m
is1 js1 lgP
n m
y2   r , r : a bi- k , j- l i j k l i js a ¨ g g .   r r ? ? ? r r ? ? ? ri j i1 i m 1 j n j
1FiFn is1 js1r gpi j 1FjFm
1FiFn
1FjFm
This is just the formula in Corollary 4.3, so the proof is finished.
 .  <4.7. Let H be the R-submodule of H L with the basis K u a gn a l
w x 4 w xZ I , dim u s n for any n g N I . Thenl
 . w xPROPOSITION 1. H L s [ H is a N I -graded algebra.n g N w I x n
Proof. We only have to observe that g l / 0 implies that dim uab l
s dim u q dim u , and also that the maps D and s in Theorem 4.5 area b
both graded.
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 .  <On the other hand, H L is also a filtrated algebra. Let ind L s u aa
4g P, u indecomposable . For any u , l g P, define deg u sa l l
  ..dim Hom u , u ; of course, let deg K s 0, deg K u s deg uk l g u g ind L a a l lgw x r w xfor a g Z I , and l g P. H is defined, for any r g N ind L , as the
R-span of K u with deg u F r. In particular, H 0 s H s T.a l l 0
 r < w x4  .PROPOSITION 2. H r g N ind L is a filtration of H L .
Proof. We only need to show that g l / 0 implies that deg u Fab l
deg u q deg u . This is equivalent to sayinga b
dim Hom u , u F dim Hom u , u q dim Hom u , u .  .  .k l g k a g k b g
 .for any g g P. It can be observed by applying Hom ], u to the exactg
sequence 0 ª u ª u ª u ª 0 and from the induced long exact se-b l a
quence.
w x4.7.1. Remark. The Levendorkkii]Soibelman lemma in 2 is a conse-
quence of this simple observation.
 .4.8. PROPOSITION. The antipode s of H L is in¨ertible and the in¨erse
satisfies
a ??? al lm 1 my1 l ps u s d q y1 g g u K .  . l l0 l ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l p yl1 m m 1almG1 pgP
l , . . . , l gP1 m 1
for any l g P and
sy1 K s K .a ya
w xfor any a g Z I .
 .Proof. We consider H9 that satisfies H9 ' H L as associative alge-
bras, but is equipped with opposed comultiplication D9 s Dopp, that is,
a aa ba , b : lD9 u s ¨ g u m u K , . l a b b a bala , bgP
D9 K s K m K .a a a
w x  .for all l g P and a g Z I , and the same co-unit as in H L . As in the
proof of Theorem 4.5, the formulae
a ??? al lm 1 m l ps 9 u s d q y1 g g u K , .  . l l0 l ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l p yl1 m m 1almG1 pgP
l , . . . , l gP1 m 1
s 9 K s K .a ya
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w x  .for all l g P and a g Z I , define the antipode of H9. Since H L is a
 .Hopf algebra, End H L is an associative algebra under the multiplica-R
 .  .tion f ) g s m f m g D and the unit h« . For any h g H L , assume that
 .  .  .  .D h s  h m h , since m s 9 m 1 D9 s h« . Then s 9 h h s h« h s1 2 2 1
 .   .. .  .  .   . .« h ; hence s ) ss 9 h s s h ss 9 h s s s 9 h h s1 2 2 1
  ..  .s « h s « h , where we admit that s is an anti-homomorphism of
 .  .H L . So s ) ss 9 s h« . However also s )1 s h« . Then ss 9 s 1 and
s 9 s sy1. The proof is completed.
 .It follows from Proposition 4.8 that H L is a noncommutative and
non-cocommutative Hopf algebra unless L is semisimple or is the degen-
eration at ¨ s 1.
4.9. COROLLARY. We ha¨e the following orthogonal relations:
a ??? a a X ??? a XX X l l l lmqn 1 m 1 n2 l , l :i- j i jy1 ¨ .   apm , nG1pgP l , . . . , l gP1 m 1
X X
l , . . . , l gP1 n 1
= g l gp gpX X g l9X X s a d .l ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l l ll91 m m 1 1 n 1 n
 .4.10. The subalgebra of H L, R generated by the elements u withi
w xi g I and K with a g Z I is called the composition algebra of L and isa
 .  .  .denoted by C L, R or simply C L . It is easy to see that C L is a Hopf
 . w xsubalgebra of H L that is still N I -graded.
  ..4.11. Given any Cartan datum C s I, , , by Lemma 2 of Section
4.4, we have a finite dimensional hereditary k-algebra L such that the
simple L-modules u are indexed by i g I and the Ringel symmetric formi
 .  .   ..], ] is ], ] of C s I, , . We denote by k an algebraic closure of k.R
 . w  . xFor any n g N, let F n be the subfield of k such that F n :k s n. Let
 .  .  .  .L n s D m F n . Then L n is a hereditary F n -algebra correspondingk
  ..  .  .  .to the Cartan datum C s I, , . We have L m , L n m F m ifF n.
<n m.
y1< <   . w x.’Taking ¨ s F n , we have the Hall algebra H L n , Z ¨ , ¨ .n n n
according to Theorem 4.5. Let
y1 y1f : H L n , Z ¨ , ¨ ª H L n , Z ¨ , ¨ .  . .  . ml n n n n
nGm nGl
 < 4be the canonical projection for l G m. Then f m, l g N is a directedml
system since f f s f . We consider the directed limitml l p m p
y1L s lim H L n , Z ¨ , ¨ . . . n n
mª` nGm
We define a new tensor product for L as
y1 y1L m L s lim H L n , Z ¨ , ¨ m H L n , Z ¨ , ¨ , .  . .  . . n n n n
mª` nGm
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w y1 xwhere each m in the right hand side is over Z ¨ , ¨ . With this m, Ln n
  . w y1 x.becomes a Hopf algebra that is induced from H L n , Z ¨ , ¨ .n n
 .  .4.12. Define ¨ s lim ¨ and u s lim u , wheremª` n nG m i mª` in. nG m
 .u is the simple L n -module corresponding to i g I and K s K 1 forin. a a
w xa g Z I , where 1 is the unit of L . Of course ¨ is a central element of L
  ..and transcendental over Q. The subalgebra C* L, Q ¨ of L generated
y1 w x  .by ¨ , ¨ , u , i g I and K , a g Z I is called the extended twistedi a
 .generic composition algebra of L. It is a Hopf subalgebra over Q ¨ too.
Since
D u s u m 1 q K m u , D K s K m K , .  .i i i i a a a
  ..so the tensor product for C* L, Q ¨ coincides with the ordinary tensor
 .   ..product over Q ¨ . Hence C* L, Q ¨ has the Hopf algebra structure as
 .Q ¨ -algebra.
5. DRINFELD DOUBLE OF HALL ALGEBRAS
  ..5.1. Given a Cartan datum C s I, , , let L be a finite dimensional
hereditary k-algebra corresponding to it. Let R be a commutative integral
y1 2 < <domain containing the integers Z and elements ¨ , ¨ , where ¨ s q s k .
q .5.1.1. Let H L be the Hall algebra defined as in Theorem 4.5, that
q .  q < w x 4is, H L is the free R-module with the basis K u a g Z I , l g P .a l
q .The Hopf algebra of H L is given as follows.
a uquq s ¨ a , b :g l uq for all a , b g P , . a b a b l
lgP
q a , b . q w xK u s ¨ u K for all a g Z I , b g P ,a b b a
w xK K s K for all a , b g Z Ia b aqb
with unit 1 s uq s K .0 0
b .
a aa bq a , b : l q qD u s ¨ g u K m u for all l g P , . l a b a b bala , bgP
w xD K s K m K for all a g Z I .a a a
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q w xwith co-unit « u s 0 for l / 0 in P and « K s 1 for all a g Z I .l a
c .
mqs u s d q y1 . . l l0
mG1
=
a ??? al l1 m2 l , l : l p qi- j i j¨ g g K u l ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l yl p1 m 1 malpgP
l , . . . , l gP1 m 1
for all l g P ,
w xs K s K for all a g Z I . .a ya
y .5.1.2. Dually, let H L be the free R-module with the basis
 y < w x 4 y .K u a g Z I , l g P . The Hopf algebra of H L is given as follows.a l
a uyuy s ¨ a , b :g l uy for all a , b g P , . a b a b l
lgP
y ya , b . y w xK u s ¨ u K for all a g Z I , b g P ,a b b a
w xK K s K for all a , b g Z Ia b aqb
with unit 1 s uy s K .0 0
b .
a aa by a , b : l y yD u s ¨ g u m u K for all l g P , . l a b b a ybala , bgP
w xD K s K m K for all a g Z I .a a a
y w xwith co-unit « u s 0 for l / 0 in P and « K s 1 for all a g Z I .l a
c .
a ??? al lm 1 my l p ys u s d q y1 g g u K . .  l l0 l ? ? ?l l ? ? ? l p l1 m m 1almG1 pgP
l , . . . , l gP1 m 1
for all l g P ,
w xs K s K for all a g Z I . .a ya
y . opp y1In H L , D and s exist and satisfy
d .
a aa bopp y a , b : l y yD u s ¨ g u K m u for all l g P , . l a b a yb bala , bgP
opp w xD K s K m K for all a g Z I . .a a a
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e .
my1 ys u s d q y1 . . l l0
mG1
=
a ??? al l1 m2 l , l : l p yi- j i j¨ g g K u l ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l l p1 m 1 malpgP
l , . . . , l gP1 m 1
for all l g P ,
y1 w xs K s K for all a g Z I . .a ya
y .To prove that H L is a Hopf algebra is the same process as for
q .H L in Theorem 4.5.
w x q .5.2. Following Ringel 16 , we associate a bilinear form w : H L =
y .H L ª R, which is defined as
q y ya , a 9.y b , a 9.qa , b 9. < < y1w K u , K u s ¨ u a d , .a b a 9 b 9 b b bb 9
< <where u is the ordinary cardinality of the module u .b b
q . y .5.3. PROPOSITION. The bilinear form w : H L = H L ª R gi¨ en as
in Section 5.2 is a skew-Hopf pairing.
 .  .  .  .Proof. We need to check conditions a , b , c9 , and d9 in Section 2.2.
 .  .a is trivial. For b we should prove
w K uq , K uy K uy s w D K uq , K uy m K uy . .  . .a b a b a b a b a b a b1 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 2 3 3
Indeed we have
w K uq , K uy K uy .a b a b a b1 1 2 2 3 3
s ¨ a 3 , b 2 .w K uq , K K uy uy .a b a a b b1 1 2 3 2 3
a 3 , b 2 . q  b 2 , b 3: l y D1 b1 < < y1s ¨ w K u , K K ¨ g u s ¨ g u a ,a b a a b b l b b b b /1 1 2 3 2 3 2 3 1 1
lgP
 .  :  .  .  .where D s a , b q b , b y a , a y a , a y b , a y1 3 2 2 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
 .  .b , a q a , b and1 3 1 1
w D K uq , K uy m K uy . .a b a b a b1 1 2 2 3 3
s w ¨  r1 , r 2:g b1 a a ay1K uqK m K uq , K uy m K uy r r r r b a r r a r a b a b1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 3 3 /
r , r gP1 2
D 2 b1 < < < < y1s ¨ g u u a ,b b b b b2 3 2 3 1
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 :  .  .  .  .where D s b , b q b , b y a , a y b , a y b , a q2 2 3 2 3 1 2 3 2 2 2
 .  .  .  .  . b1a , b q b , b y a , a y b , a q a , b . If g / 0, then1 2 3 2 1 3 3 3 1 3 b b2 3
b , a s b , a q b , a , .  .  .1 2 3 2 2 2
a , b s a , b q a , b , .  .  .1 1 1 2 1 3
a , b y b , a s y b , a , .  .  .3 2 1 3 3 3
< < < < < <  .and u s u u . Therefore D s D and b is verified.b b b 1 21 2 3
 .For c9 we should show that
w K uq K uq , K uy s w K uq m K uq , Dopp K uy . .  . .a b a b a b a b a b a b1 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 2 3 3
We have
w K uq K uq , K uy .a b a b a b1 1 2 2 3 3
s ¨y b1 , a 2 .w K K uquq , K uy .a a b b a b1 2 1 2 3 3
s ¨y b1 , a 2 .w K K ¨  b1 , b 2:g l uq , K uya a b b l a b /1 2 1 2 3 3
lgP
D1 b3 < < y1s ¨ g u a ,b b b b1 2 3 3
 .  :  .  .  .where D s y b , a q b , b y a , a y a , a y b , a q1 1 2 1 2 1 3 2 3 3 3
 .  .a , b q a , b and1 3 2 3
w K uq m K uq , Dopp K uy . .a b a b a b1 1 2 2 3 3
s w K uq m K uq , ¨  r1 , r 2:a a ay1 g b3a b a b r r b r r1 1 2 2 1 2 3 1 2
r , r gP1 2
=K uyK m K uya r yr a r3 1 2 3 2 /
s w K uq m K uq , ¨  b1 , b 2:a a ay1 g b3 K uy K m K uy .a b a b b b b b b a b yb a b1 1 2 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 2
D 2 b3 < < < < y1s ¨ g u u a ,b b b b b1 2 1 2 3
 :  .  .  .  .where D s b , b y b , b y a , a q a , b y b , a q2 1 2 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3
 .  .  .  .  . b3b , b q a , b y a , a y b , a q a , b . If g / 0, then1 2 1 1 2 3 2 3 2 2 b b1 2
b , a s b , a q b , a , .  .  .3 3 1 3 2 3
a , b s a , b q a , b , .  .  .1 3 1 1 1 2
y b , a q a , b s a , b , .  .  .1 2 2 3 2 2
< < < < < <  .and u u s u . c9 is proved.b b b1 2 3
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 .It remains to show d9 :
w s K uq , K uy s w K uq , sy1 K uy . .  . .  .a l a 9 l9 a l a 9 l9
It is trivial if l s 0 or l9 s 0. So we assume that l / 0 / l9 in P. Then
w s K uq , K uy . .a l a 9 l9
a ??? al lm 1 m2 l , l :i- j i js w y1 ¨ .  a lmG1 pgP
l , . . . , l gP1 m 1
=g l gp K uqK , K uyl ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l yl p ya a 9 l91 m 1 m /
a ??? al lm 1 ma , l9. 2 l , l :i- j i js ¨ w y1 ¨ .  almG1 l , . . . , l gP1 m 1
=g l g l9 K K uq , K uyl ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l yl ya l9 a 9 l91 m 1 m /
mD 2 l , l :1 i- j i js ¨ y1 ¨ a ??? .  l1
mG1 l , . . . , l gP1 m 1
= l l9 < < y1 y1a g g u a a ,l l ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l l9 l l9m 1 m 1 m
 .  .  .  .  .  .where D s a , l9 q l, a 9 q X a , a 9 y l9, a 9 y l, l9 y a , l91
l l9  .  .and if g g / 0, then D s a , a 9 y l, l9 , andl ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l 11 m 1 m
w K uq , sy1 K , uy . .a l a l9
a ??? al lm 1 mq 2 l , l :i- j i js w K u , y1 ¨ . a l a l9mG1 pgP
l , . . . , l gP1 m 1
=g l9 gp K uyKl ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l l9 p ya 91 m 1 m /
a ??? al lm 1 mq 2 l , l :i- j i js w K u , y1 ¨ . a l al9mG1 l , . . . , l gP1 m 1
=g l9 g l K uyKl ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l l9 l ya 91 m 1 m /
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mD 2 l , l :2 i- j i js ¨ y1 ¨ a ??? .  l1
mG1 l , . . . , l gP1 m 1
= l9 l < < y1 y1a g g u a a ,l l ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l l l9 lm 1 m 1 m
 .  .  .  .  .  .where D s y l, a 9 y a , l9 q a , a 9 y l, l9 q l, a 9 y a , l2
l9 l  .  . < < < <and if g g / 0, then D s a , a 9 y l, l9 and u s u . Sol ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l 2 l9 l1 m 1 m
 .d9 is proved. We complete the proof.
q . y .5.3.1. The skew-Hopf pairing w : H L = H L ª R defined in
Section 5.2 may be called the Ringel pairing, which is easily seen to be
restricted nondegenerate, which means that the restricted form w : Bq=
y q  y. q .B ª R is nondegenerate, where B B is the R-submodule of H L
w y .x q  y.H L spanned by u u , l g P. We remark here that if we restrict wl l
to their composition algebras, this restriction of w coincides with the
 q y. < < y1Lusztig pairing given in Proposition 2.9.3, because w u , u s u a si i i i
 i, i.  i, i. .y1  y i, i..y1¨ ¨ y 1 s 1 y ¨ .
5.4. By the Ringel pairing w, we have the Drinfeld double structure on
q . y .  .H L m H L , according to Section 2.3, which we denote by D L . It0
 .is clear that the ideal of D L generated by K m K y 1 or, equiva-0 a ya
w xlently, by K m 1 y 1 m K for any a g Z I is a Hopf ideal. The corre-a a
sponding quotient inherits a Hopf algebra structure, which is called the
 .reduced Drinfeld double of L and denoted by D L .
5.5. PROPOSITION. Let L be a finite dimensional hereditary k-algebra and
 .D L be the reduced Drinfeld double of the Ringel pairing
 q . y . .H L , H L , w . For any l, l9 g P, we ha¨e the following formula in
 .D L :
uyuq y uquyl9 l l l9
 b , g :y b 9 , g : l l9 y1 y1 < < q ys ¨ g g a a a a a u u u K bg gb 9 b g b 9 l l9 g b b 9 g
b , b 9gP
ggP1
q ¨  b , g :y b , a :q b 9 , a :y b 9 , g :
b , g , b 9gP
a , g 9gP1
l l9 y1 y1 < < < <=g g a a a a a u uabg gb 9g 9 b g b 9 l l9 a g
m g 9 a q y= y1 a ??? a g g u u K K . .  l l l ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l b b 9 g yg 91 m 1 m m 1
mG1 l , . . . , l gP1 m 1
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Proof. Since
D2 uq s ¨ a , b :qa , g :q b , g : . l
a , b , ggP
=g l a a a ay1 uqK m uqK m uqa bg a b g l a bqg b g g
and
D2 uy s ¨ a 9 , b 9:qa 9 , g 9:q b 9 , g 9:g l9 a a a ay1 uy . l9 a 9b 9g 9 a 9 b 9 g 9 l9 g 9
a 9 , b 9 , g 9gP
m uy K m uy K ,b9 yg 9 a 9 y b 9qg 9.
 .then, according to Section 2.3 d , we have
uyuq s ¨ a , b :qa , g :q b , g :qa 9 , b 9:qa 9 , g 9:q b 9 , g 9:g l g l9l9 l a bg a 9b 9g 9
a , b , ggP
a 9 , b 9 , g 9gP
= a a a a a a ay1ay1w uqK , s uy . .a b g a 9 b 9 g 9 l l9 a bqg g 9
=uqK uy K w uq , uy K . .b g b 9 yg 9 g a 9 y b 9qg 9.
Since
a ??? al lm 1 my g 9 p ys u s d q y1 g g u K . .  g 9 g 90 l ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l p g 91 m m 1ag 9mG1 pgP
l , . . . , l gP1 m 1
and
uqK s ¨y a , b .ya , g .K uq , uyK s ¨ g 9 , g 9.K uy ,a bqg bqg a p g 9 g 9 p
where we may assume that dim u s dim u , thenp g 9
w uqK , s uy . .a bqg g 9
s ¨y a , b .ya , g . d d q ¨y b , g 9.yg , g 9.q b , a .qg , a .ya , g 9.qg 9 , g 9.g 90 a 0
a ??? al lm 1 m g 9 a y1< <= y1 g g u a . .  l ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l a a1 m m 1 /ag 9mG1 l , . . . , l gP1 m 1
Since dim u s dim u , thena g 9
mq y ya , b .ya , g . y b , g 9.yg , g 9.w u K , s u s ¨ d d q ¨ y1 . . . a bqg g 9 g 90 a 0
mG1
a ??? al l1 m g 9 a y1< <= g g u a . l ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l a a1 m m 1ag 9l , . . . , l gP1 m 1
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Also
uqK uy K s ¨yg , b 9.uquy K Kb g b 9 yg 9 b b 9 g yg 9
and
w uq , uy K s ¨y a 9 , b 9.ya 9 , g 9.w uq , K uy .  .g a 9 y b 9qg 9. g y b 9qg 9. a 9
y a 9 , b 9.ya 9 , g 9.qg , b 9.qg , g 9. < < y1s ¨ u a d .g g ga 9
Then
uyuql9 l
s ¨ a , b :qa , g :q b , g :qg , b 9:qg , g 9:q b 9 , g 9:g l g l9 abg gb 9g 9
a , b , g , b 9 , g 9gP
= a a a a a a ay1ay1a b g g b 9 g 9 l l9
=
mya , b .ya , g . y b , g 9.yg , g 9.¨ d d q ¨ y1 .g 90 a 0
mG1
a ??? al l1 m g 9 a y1< <= g g u a l ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l a a1 m m 1 /ag 9l , . . . , l gP1 m 1
= yg , b 9. q y < < y1¨ u u K K u a .b b 9 g yg 9 g g
Since
¨ a , b :qa , g :q b , g :qg , b 9:qg , g 9:q b 9 , g 9:g l g l9 abg gb 9g 9
b , g , b 9gP
as0
g 9s0
= a a a a a a ay1ay1 ¨y a , b .ya , g .¨yg , b 9.a b g g b 9 g 9 l l9
q y < < y1= u u K K u ab b 9 g yg 9 g g
 b , g :y b 9 , g : l l9 y1 y1 < < q ys ¨ g g a a a a a u u u K bg gb 9 b g b 9 l l9 g b b 9 g
b , g , b 9gP
q y  b , g :y b 9 , g : l l9 y1 y1 < < q ys u u q ¨ g g a a a a a u u u Kl l9 bg gb 9 b g b 9 l l9 g b b 9 g
b , b 9gP
ggP1
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and
¨ a , b :qa , g :q b , g :qg , b 9:qg , g 9:q b 9 , g 9:
b , g , b 9gP
a , g 9gP1
=g l g l9 a a a a a a ay1ay1a bg gb 9g 9 a b g g b 9 g 9 l l9
a ??? al lm 1 my b , g 9.yg , g 9.=¨ y1 .  ag 9mG1 l , . . . , l gP1 m 1
g 9 a < < y1 yg , b 9. q y < < y1=g g u a ¨ u u K K u al ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l a a b b 9 g yg 9 g g1 m m 1
s ¨  b , g :y b , a :q b 9 , a :y b 9 , g :g l g l9 a a a ay1ay1 abg gb 9g 9 b g b 9 l l9
b , g , b 9gP
a , g 9gP1
m
< < < <= u u y1 a ??? a . a g l l1 m
mG1 l , . . . , l gP1 m 1
=gg 9 g a uquy K K .l ? ? ? l l ? ? ? l b b 9 g yg 91 m m 1
 .So, in D L , we have our formula. The proof is completed.
5.5.1. Remark. A special case of Proposition 5.5 is
< <uiy q q y y1u u y u u s d K y K .j i i j i j i iai
for any i, j g I, where u , i g I, are the representatives of simple L-mod-i
ules.
Moreover, the following situation is easily checked from Proposition 5.5.
5.5.2. COROLLARY. For any l g P and i g I, we ha¨e the formulae in
 .D L ,
< <uiy q q y q  b , i: l y b , i: lu u y u u s a u ¨ g K y ¨ g K , .i l l i b b b i i ib yial bgP
< <uiy q q y y y b , i: l  b , i: lu u y u u s a u ¨ g K y ¨ g K . .l i i l b b ib i b i yial bgP
q .5.6. We consider the composition algebra C L, R , which is the
q . qsubalgebra of H L, R generated by the elements u , i g I, and T.i
y . y .Dually, the composition algebra C L, R is the subalgebra of H L, R
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generated by the elements uy , i g I, and T. Obviously they are Hopfi
q . y .subalgebras of H L, R and H L, R , respectively. We can restrict the
Ringel pairing
w : Hq L , R = Hy L , R ª R .  .
to their composition algebras, the restriction
w : Cq L , R = Cy L , R ª R .  .
 .   ..is easily seen to be a member of L C , where C s I, , is the Cartan
datum corresponding to L. Therefore we have the reduced Drinfeld
 q . y . .double of the skew-Hopf pairing C L, R , C L, R , w , which we de-
 .  .  .note by D L . Obviously D L is a Hopf subalgebra of D L . Byc c
construction one has the triangular decomposition
D L s C - L , R m T m C ) L , R , .  .  .c
- . y ) .where C L, R is the subalgebra generated by u , i g I, and C L, Ri
is the subalgebra generated by uq , i g I.i
5.7. Of course the skew-Hopf pairing w in Section 5.6 induces a
skew-Hopf pairing
w*: C*q L , Q ¨ = C*y L , Q ¨ ª Q ¨ , .  .  . .  .
q  .. w y  ..xwhere C* L, Q ¨ resp. C* L, Q ¨ is the generic composition alge-
q . w y .x  .bra corresponding to H L resp. H L see Section 4.12 . w* is also a
 .  .member of L C over Q ¨ . Once more we have the reduced Drinfeld
 q  .. y  .. .  .double of C* L, Q ¨ , C* L, Q ¨ , w* which we denote by D* L
and the triangular decomposition
D* L s C*- L , Q ¨ m T m C*) L , Q ¨ , .  .  . .  .
-  .. w )  ..xwhere C* L , Q ¨ resp. C* L , Q ¨ is the subalgebra of
y  .. w q  ..x y  q.C* L, Q ¨ resp. C* L, Q ¨ generated by u resp. u for i g I.i i
One of the significant applications of Ringel]Green theory of Hall
algebras is the following:
 .   ..5.8. THEOREM Ringel]Green . Let C s I, , be a Cartan datum
 .   ..and U be the Drinfeld]Jimbo quantum group o¨er Q ¨ of type I, , .
Let L be a finite dimensional hereditary algebra o¨er a finite field k of type
  ..   ..  .I, , , C* L, Q ¨ be the generic composition algebra of L, and D* L
 q  .. y  .. .be the reduced Drinfeld double of C* L, Q ¨ , C* L, Q ¨ , w* defined
 . q yin Section 5.7. Then the map D* L ª U by taking u ¬ E , u ¬ y¨ F ,i i i i i
Ä  . K ¬ K for all i g I induces an isomorphism as Hopf Q ¨ -algebras. Thei i
w x .notation for elements of U is that gi¨ en in 8, Chapter 3 .
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 .Proof. Since the skew-Hopf pairing w* is a member of L C , in view
of Section 3.4 and Theorem 3.6, we have the canonical homomorphisms of
q q  .. q y y  .. yHopf algebras f : C* L, Q ¨ ª F and f : C* L, Q ¨ ª F ,
" w x w xwhere F are the Lusztig algebras defined in Example 2.9. By 13 , 14 , or
w x  .16 , the quantum Serre relations are zero elements in C* L . However
" Ä" " w xF s F rI , according to Lusztig 8, Theorem 33.1.3 , the quantum Serre
relations are just the generators of I ". So we have the canonical homo-
q q q  .. y y y  ..morphisms c : F ª C* L, Q ¨ and c : F ª C* L, Q ¨ . Clearly
q q  y y.the composition of f and c resp. f and c is the identity map, so
" wf are isomorphisms of Hopf algebras. Again from Lusztig 8, Theorem
x q  ..33.1.3 it follows that we have the canonical isomorphisms C* L, Q ¨
 q. y  ..  y.  q. w  y.x, U b and C* L, Q ¨ , U b , where U b resp. U b is the
 .quantized enveloping algebra of the positive resp. negative Borel subal-
gebra of the corresponding Kac]Moody Lie algebra; of course, they are
 .subalgebras of U. We have the following relations in D* L and U,
respectively:
< <uiy q q y y1u u y u u s d K y K , .j i i j i j i iai
Ä Äy1K y Ki i
E F y F E s di j j i i j y1¨ y ¨i i
for all i, j g I. Then
y1 Ä Äy1< <y¨ F E y E y¨ F s d u a K y K .  /j j i i j j i j i i i i
< < y1  i, i.  i, i. .y1  y1 .y1since we have the formula u a s ¨ ¨ y 1 s ¨ ¨ y ¨ .i i i i i
Ä a , i. Ä Äw  .  .xNotice that 8, 3.1.1 b and c give K E s ¨ E K and K F sa i i a a i
y a , i. Ä¨ F K , respectively. The relations involved in K are easy to confirm.i a i
 . q ySo we have the morphism f : D* L ª U sending u to E , u toi i i
y1 y1 Ä< <  .y u a ¨ y ¨ F , and K to K for all i g I, which is compatible withi i i i i i i
the triangular decompositions moreover, with the weight space decompo-
.sition . It must be an isomorphism.
 q   ..5.8.1. COROLLARY. The skew-Hopf pairing C * L , Q ¨ ,
y  .. .  .  .C* L, Q ¨ , w* is a restricted nondegenerate member of L C o¨er Q ¨ .
Proof. The proof is immediate from Theorems 5.8 and 3.6.
  ..5.9. In this subsection, we concentrate on the case C s I, , is a
  ..finite type Cartan datum, that is, the Dynkin graphs of I, , are
 .classified into the types A , B , C , D , E i s 6, 7, 8 , F , and G , andn n n n i 4 2
 .the form ], ] is positive definite. In this case L is a finite representation
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 .type hereditary algebra and the Hall algebra H L coincides with its
 .composition algebra C L . So we have
  ..5.9.1. PROPOSITION. Let C s I, , be a finite type Cartan datum and
  ..L be a finite dimensional hereditary k-algebra of type I, , . Then the
 q . y . .Ringel pairing H L , H L , w is a restricted nondegenerate member of
 .  q y .L C and hence canonically isomorphic to the skew-Hopf pairing F , F , w
  ..of the Lusztig algebra of type I, , defined in Example 2.9.
Proof. Since the Ringel pairing of a Hall algebra is clearly restricted
nondegenerate, the assertion is immediate from Proposition 2.0.1 and
Theorem 3.6.
 .  .This result means that the reduced Drinfeld double D L of H L gives
  ..us a complete realization of the quantum group of type I, , .
 < 45.9.2. Set ind P s a g P u is an indecomposable L-module , whicha
  ..just corresponds to the positive root system of I, , according to the
 w x w x.well-known Gabriel theorem see 4 and its generalization in 3 . There
exists a total ordering in ind P, say a 1, a 2, . . . , a m such that
 .i jHom u , u / 0 implies that i F j. In this case it holds thatL a a
 .  . 1i jExt u , u s 0. For any a g P, we may write a s a 1 a [ ??? [L a a
 . ma m a , which corresponds to the Krull]Schmidt decompositions of ua
 .n. w x  .ninto direct sums of indecomposables. Set u s 1r n ! u , wherea e a . a
 .e a s dim End u . The following proposition together with Proposi-k L a
tion 5.5 gives an answer for the computation of commutators of root
vectors in terms of Hall algebra.
 w x.  .5.9.3. PROPOSITION Ringel 15 . Let b , g g ind P with Hom u , uL g b
 .s 0 and Ext u , u s 0. ThenL b g
uquq y ¨  b , g .uquqg b b g
s ¨ g , b : ¨ S1F iF m a  i.a i , a i:y1F i F j F m a  i.a  j.a i , a j:.
agP
a/g[b
  ..   ..a 1 a ma q q
1 m= g u ??? u , .  .gb a a
uyuy y ¨  b , g .uyuyg b b g
s ¨ g , b : ¨ 1F iF m a  i.a i , a i:y1F iF j F m a  i.a  j.a i , a j:.
agP
a/g[b
  ..   ..a 1 a ma y y
1 m= g u ??? u . .  .gb a a
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 .5.10. An indecomposable L-module M is called exceptional if Ext ML
 .s 0. In this case End M is always a division ring. As a special situation,L
if L is of finite representation type, then all indecomposable L-modules
are exceptional.
LEMMA. Let M be an exceptional L-module. If there are exact sequences
of L-modules in the form
0 ª A ª M ª B ª 0
and
0 ª B9 ª M ª A9 ª 0
with dim A s dim A9 and dim B s dim B9, then either A s A9 s 0 or B s
B9 s 0.
Proof. If A / 0 and B / 0, then A9 / 0 and B9 / 0. Let a s dim A s
dim A9 and b s dim B s dim B9. The two sequences are nonsplit since M
is indecomposable. We have
Hom A9, A s 0, Hom A9, B s 0, .  .L L
Hom B , A s 0, Hom B , B9 s 0 .  .L L
 .since End M is a division ring. ThenL
 :a , a s dim Hom A9, A y dim Ext A9, A F 0, .  .k L k L
 :b , b s dim Hom B , B9 y dim Ext B , B9 F 0, .  .k L k L
 :a , b s dim Hom A9, B9 y dim Ext A9, B9 - 0, .  .k L k L
 :b , a s dim Hom B , A y dim Ext B , A - 0. .  .k L k L
However
 :  :dim End M s dim M , dim M s a q b , a q b ) 0, .k L
a contradiction. The proof is finished.
 .THEOREM. If l g ind P is exceptional, then, in D n , we ha¨e
< <uly q q yu u y u u s K y K . .l l l l l ylal
Proof. In the formula in Proposition 5.5, there are factors g l g l ,bg gb 9
g g P , in the first term. By the last lemma, it is only possible that g s l1
< < y1and b s b9 s 0. So this term equals u a K . There are factorsl l l
g l g l and gg 9 g , a , g 9 g P , l , . . . , l g P , m G 1 inabg gb 9g 9 l ? ? ? l a l ? ? ? l 1 1 m 11 m m 1
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the second term. Since dim u s dim u , then, by the last lemma, b s gg 9 a
s b9 s 0; hence a s g 9 s l. By the last lemma again, it is only possible
 2 . < < .that m s 1 and l s l, so the second term equals 1ra u y1 a K1 l l l yl
 < < .s y u ra K . The formula holds.l l yl
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